The Three War Year Record
It is terribly sad that most people do not actually understand that the human animal has an instinctual
desire to kill. It does and this is the primary reason for its survival. Sadly this need, which to be fair was
required in order to out‐survive the other primary animals at the applicable time, has not been reversed
or even lowered in intensity. The other animals, at least all of the big ones, are under our control
however we must still find the necessary whatever to provide meeting this human animal need for
physical retribution. Hence the need for war or whatever else one might call it. Even the so‐called new
war alternatives which still require fighting in many different ways (not the kind of fighting included in
those other competitions like soccer or football) do result in physical more than psychological killing.
Once understood this need explains an accurate history for the human animal.
As mentioned history definitely repeats itself, even with some minute changes to the basic rules book
that most military groups have followed for some time. The 2011 moves by the Obama administration
when it comes to meeting his personal animal need to kill are simply a proven acceptance of these war
rules. Barack Obama may not be the one performing the required tasks but he is the one demanding
these things be done. He may not want to personally carry a gun and do the killing work himself but he
is the primary designer thereof in the current American world. Wait a minute. How Is it possible that the
leaders of the human animals seem to always have their personal instinct backed needs to kill being met
by having their slaves, excuse me those taxpayers who are under them, do the physical work while they
get the animal leader glory and majesty? This is absolutely amazing!
Sadly, in almost every nation’s history their leader’s personal instinct backed killing needs must be met.
When it comes to the leaders of nations meeting this need could only be done via wars, even today.
What is more important is the fact that every war loving leader today wants to set better records than
the records set by their forefathers. However, setting new war records for a nation will require proper
basic accounting but in this case the numbers are relatively easy to record. Obama obviously has been
taking a close look at the American military leader who had up until now held this record. Remember
President Roosevelt, better known as FDR? Well, FDR knew he could handle two wars and had no
problem finding how to have his leadership killing needs met. He was in the right place at the right time
and it was obvious how he could have more than one war at a time. He never needed to fight in Europe
as the Nazis were not going to attack his nation, but he wanted to prove he could control his killing
machine to the point he could have one fight on his left while the other was on his right. Accurate
history proves he got his way and he ended up proving that he could manage a two war year with no
problem. This historical record is important as it directly relates to the current President’s focus. Barack
Obama wants to set not only a new American leader war record but a world one. Even better not only
does he have his three wars at the same time he is also setting a spending record. Look at what the costs
of these wars are going to be if they do last another decade or longer. He is going to be so well
remembered for the other somewhat related issue and that is that his wars are going to be paid for at
some time long in the future as that war money being spent today his government does not have. Now,

the sad part: Money will become the real issue when it comes to limiting the number of wars in process
from this point forward. Here is why:
President Obama knows that the last Democrat to really turn the tide when it came to government
spending was FDR. FDR thought that his Federal Government was the solution to every problem, even
dealing with fear itself. He was the first to think the American Government System, following the
designs previously used by such domestic heroes (in other countries that is) like Napoleon and Lenin,
could use the future earnings of his economy, the American economy, to finance all current projects no
matter how short of funds his Treasury Department would be. FDR had an ace in his pocket when it
came to spending though, that which Obama does not have. Using the Keynesian economic system,
which was based upon a fundamental precept which requires a continuous increase in the number of
taxpayers, his government like most of the past governments of America could always spend more than
they had or would have. Their deficits would always be made up in the future with a much larger tax
base due primarily to an ever increasing number of taxpayers. Remember that life expectancy was much
lower back then and those massive costs like Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid did not exist. Can
Obama along with all future Presidents expect that same? Well, unfortunately this is not likely for one
basis reason, one that none of you have thought of, and that is that Americans are starting to run out of
the space required for the farmland production level needed to feed the necessary increase in the
number of taxpayers. The rapid growth in people in the last 50 years has resulted in more roadways,
commercial buildings, parking lots, houses and more which in turn have eaten up vast amounts of the
land needed to produce the basic requirement for life – food. If you cannot feed them they cannot grow.
Well, President Obama may be at the top of his game now. His new acclaimed record of Three Wars in a
Given Year could be a record which might last for the next 5000, at least on this planet. And to think that
you and I are here to see all of this happening. Now, don’t you feel great working for the best leader of
the world’s killing machines? 2011 will be a great year for wars, American wars that is, and will remain
great until about 2021 when the nation has to file for bankruptcy. When the truth hits the taxpayers
about that time then most will have forgotten how good it felt to be part of the war record years as they
will become far more concerned with the not‐enough‐to‐go‐around record being set then. The Three
War Years of the past will be replaced with the 30 or more years of economic and food cost failures
resulting from hiding the costs for the earlier choice to set the world’s record for simultaneous wars.
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